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Abstract. The characterisation of seismic sources with time-
reversed wave fields is developing into a standard technique
that has already been successful in numerous applications.
While the time-reversal imaging of effective point sources is
now well-understood, little work has been done to extend this5

technique to the study of finite rupture processes. This is de-
spite the pronounced non-uniqueness in classic finite source
inversions.
The need to better constrain the details of finite rupture pro-
cesses motivates the series of synthetic and real-data time10

reversal experiments described in this paper. We address
questions concerning the quality of focussing in the source
area, the localisation of the fault plane, the estimation of the
slip distribution and the source complexity up to which time-
reversal imaging can be applied successfully. The frequency15

band for the synthetic experiments is chosen such that it is
comparable to the band usually employed for finite source
inversion.
Contrary to our expectations, we find that time-reversal
imaging is useful only for effective point sources, where it20

yields good estimates of both the source location and the ori-
gin time. In the case of finite sources, however, the time-
reversed field does not provide meaningful characterisations
of the fault location and the rupture process. This result can-
not be improved sufficiently with the help of different imag-25

ing fields, realistic modifications of the receiver geometry or
weights applied to the time-reversed sources.
The reasons for this failure are manifold. They include the
choice of the frequency band, the incomplete recording of
wave field information at the surface, the excitation of large-30

amplitude surface waves that deteriorate the depth resolution,
the absence of a sink that should absorb energy radiated dur-
ing the later stages of the rupture process, the invisibility of
small slip and the neglect of prior information concerning
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the fault geometry, and the inherent smoothness of seismo-35

logically inferred Earth models that prevents the beneficial
occurrence of strong multiple-scattering.
The condensed conclusion of our study is that the limitations
of time-reversal imaging - at least in the frequency band con-
sidered here - start where the seismic source stops being ef-40

fectively point-localised.

1 Introduction

Time reversal (TR) is a universal concept that can be found in
numerous physical sciences, including meteorology (e.g. Ta-
lagrand and Courtier, 2007), geodynamics (e.g. Bunge et al.,
2003), ground water modelling (e.g. Sun, 1994) and seis-
mology. The misfit χ between observed and synthetic data
is propagated backwards in time to detect the underlying
discrepancies between the real world and its mathematical
model. TR can be approached from two closely related di-
rections: (1) the invariance of a non-dissipative physical sys-
tem with respect to a sign change of the time variable, and
(2) the computation of the gradient of χ with the help of the
adjoint method.
From a seismological perspective, the time-invariance of per-
fectly elastic wave propagation provides the intuitive justifi-
cation for the TR imaging of seismic sources: Seismograms
u0(xr,t) recorded at positions xr (r= 1,...,n) are reversed
in time, re-injected as sources at their respective receiver lo-
cations, and the resulting wave field u(x,t) is then propa-
gated backwards in time through an appropriate Earth model.
When the receiver configuration is sufficiently dense, the
time-reversed wave field u approximates the original wave
field u0. Focussing of u then occurs at the time and location
where u was excited, thus providing information on the orig-
inal earthquake source.
While being mathematically more rigorous, the adjoint
method (e.g. Tarantola, 1988; Tromp et al., 2004; Fichtner
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et al., 2006; Fichtner, 2010) leads to a similar result: The
gradient of the misfit χ with respect to the source parameters
is given in terms of the time-reversed wave field generated
by adjoint sources that radiate the misfit from the receiver
positions back into the Earth model. In the case of a moment
tensor point source, for instance, the derivative of χ with re-
spect to the moment tensor M is given by

∂χ

∂Mij
=−

∫
εij(xs,t)dt, (1)

where εij and xs denote the strain tensor computed from the
time-reverse field u and the source position, respectively. In45

this sense, TR can be interpreted as the first step in an itera-
tive gradient-based source inversion (e.g. Tromp et al., 2004;
Hjörleifsdóttir, 2007; Fichtner, 2010).
The history of TR imaging is likely to have started in ocean
acoustics (e.g. Parvulescu and Clay, 1965; Derode et al.,50

1995; Edelmann et al., 2002), from where it migrated to med-
ical imaging (e.g. Fink, 1997; Fink and Tanter, 2010), non-
destructive testing (e.g. Chakroun et al., 1995; Sutin et al.,
2004) and many other fields. One of the earliest seismic ap-
plications can be found in the work of McMechan (1982)55

who introduced TR source imaging as a modified version of
migration. The time-reversed wave equation is used to image
earthquake sources instead of subsurface structures (Artman
et al., 2010). Kennett (1983) pinpointed the advantages of
TR as early as 1983: (1) no prior interpretation of the time-60

series is needed and (2) the full elastic wave field is used
to obtain the best image of the source. Early applications
were limited to structurally simple or acoustic models (e.g.
McMechan et al., 1985; Rietbrock and Scherbaum, 1994;
Fink, 1996), but recent advances in numerical modelling en-65

abled applications in more complex scenarios with different
types of seismic sources, including the classic double couple
point source (Gajewski and Tessmer, 2005), extended faults
(Ishii et al., 2005; Larmat et al., 2006; Allmann and Shearer,
2007), micro-seismic tremor (Steiner et al., 2008) and vol-70

canic long-period events (OBrien et al., 2011). Larmat et al.
(2009) demonstrate the need to use specific imaging fields
such as divergence or strain to distinguish sources from low
velocity zones.
While TR imaging of effective point sources is now well-75

understood, little has been done to explore its potential to
detect the details of finite rupture processes. This is sur-
prising because classical finite-source inversions (e.g. Cot-
ton and Campillo, 1995; Cesca et al., 2010) are known to be
highly non-unique (Mai et al., 2007). The urgent need to im-80

prove finite-source inversions motivates this study where we
attempt to answer several key questions with the help of both
synthetic and real-data experiments: (1) How well does the
time-reversed field focus in the source area? (2) Does TR
imaging provide constraints on the source volume? (3) Can85

regions with large slip (asperities) be identified? (4) Can the
rupture speed be estimated? (5) Up to which level of com-
plexity does TR imaging provide useful information on the

rupture process?
This paper is organised as follows: In a first series of syn-90

thetic tests we study TR imaging of single and multiple point
sources under nearly ideal conditions. We then extend our
experiments to synthetic data computed from a finite-rupture
model. To improve the focussing of the time-reversed field,
we investigate the influence of the station configuration and95

the weighting of the adjoint sources. Finally, we provide
an application to the strong-motion data recorded during the
2000 Tottori (Japan) earthquake.

2 Numerical method

For our TR experiments we employ a spectral-element algo-100

rithm to model wave propagation in 3D elastic media (Ficht-
ner and Igel, 2008; Fichtner et al., 2009a,b). The model
volume is divided into equal-sized hexahedral elements, and
Perfectly Matched Layers (PML) are used to avoid reflec-
tions from the unphysical model boundaries. In the inter-105

est of simplicity, we restrict ourselves to isotropic and non-
dissipative media.
The model used in our synthetic tests is 160×170×40 km
wide. It comprises 60×60×16 elements, which corresponds
to ∼ 3 million grid points when the polynomial degree is110

4. This setup allows us to model wave fields with frequen-
cies up to 2 Hz. Both the receiver configuration (figure 1,
left) and the structural model (figure 1, right) in most of our
simulations are the same as in the SPICE source inversion
benchmark (Mai et al., 2007) that was intended to mimic115

the circumstances of the 2000 Tottori (Japan) earthquake.
For the real data experiment we use the Japanese KiK-net
stations (figure 11) and the layered velocity model of Sem-
mane (2005). As we intend to work in the frequency range
of kinematic source inversions (f = 0.1−1 Hz) the velocity120

models were chosen alike. Even if the models seem dramat-
ically smooth for time-reversal purposes, we argue that no
unknown complexity should be added.
To generate the time-reversed wave field, the displacement
is recorded at the surface receivers, flipped in time and then125

re-injected as three-component adjoint sources. For the prop-
agation of the reverse field we use the same algorithm, setup
and velocity model as for the forward simulation.

3 Synthetic points source simulations

3.1 Single point source130

Our first series of tests with one single double couple point
source is deliberately simplistic. It is intended to serve as
a reference for TR under near-ideal conditions. The TR
method should be able to recover the point source, because
otherwise there would be little hope for success in finite-135

source imaging.
The moment tensor point-source, with only Mxy different
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from zero, is at 12.5 km depth. As source time function we
use a Gaussian wavelet with a dominant frequency of 1 Hz.
The wave field is computed for the 33 receivers shown in the140

left panel of figure 1. To illustrate the characteristics of the
waveforms, a selection of N-S-component synthetic seismo-
grams is shown in figure 2.
As suggested by equation 1, we monitor the time-reversed
strain component εxy . Snapshots of εxy at different times are145

shown at the point-source depth (12.5 km) in figure 3. The
adjoint field starts to propagate from the stations with the
largest epicentral distance and then focusses at the hypocen-
tre as t approaches 0. Weaker or no focussing was observed
for the other components of the strain tensor, as expected.150

While the focusing of εxy near the source can clearly be
observed, εxy|t=0 is still significantly different from zero in
other regions of the model volume that are distant from the
source. These ’ghost waves’ result from the imperfect re-
construction of the forward wave field by a finite number of155

irregularly spaced adjoint sources located at the surface. De-
pending on the particular setup, ghost waves may dominate
the reverse field, thus masking the focussing at the source lo-
cation.
The influence of ghost waves can be reduced by using, for160

instance, the energy E = 1
2v

2 to image the source (figure
3, lower right). This leads to the suppression of contribu-
tions far from the source, but also to a less optimal focussing
directly at the source location. In numerous experiments a
similar trade-off could be observed for other functionals of165

the time-reversed field, including the different components of
the rotation vector∇×u and the rotation energy 1

2 (∇×u)2.
This suggests that time-reversal imaging always involves a
compromise between the focussing at the source and the sup-
pression of ghost waves.170

Our test with a point source moment tensor demonstrates that
focussing in space and time can indeed be observed, at least
under the previously described circumstances. This result
motivates the study of more complex scenarios. In the fol-
lowing we focus our attention on the xy-component of the175

time-reversed strain field, εxy . This restriction effectively
corresponds to the injection of the prior information that the
displacement on the infinitesimal or finite faults is a pure
strike-slip.

3.2 Multiple point sources180

Based on the encouraging results from the previous section,
we add complexity to the source model and now consider
three double couple point sources (only Mxy 6= 0) that are
positioned along the fault of the SPICE Tottori benchmark
(figure 1, left). The point sources have different initiation185

times that correspond to a hypothetical rupture velocity of 2
km/s along the fault. The objective of this test is to reveal
whether each of the three point sources can be resolved indi-
vidually in both time and space.
Snapshots of the xy-component reverse strain, εxy , are190

shown in figure 4. Circles mark the point source locations.
Moving from the upper left to the lower right corner, we ob-
serve focusing at each of the three source locations around
their respective initiation times of 16.9 s, 4.1 s and 0.0 s,
with an uncertainty of ∼ 1 s. The width of the regions where195

focussing can be observed is ∼ 5 km, which is close to the
wavelength of the surface waves (∼ 3 km). From this we in-
fer that the observed hypothetical rupture velocity is 2±0.3
km/s. We have thus obtained a first, and probably optimistic,
estimate of the achievable space-time resolution in the sub-200

sequent finite-source imaging experiments.

3.3 Quantitative assessment of focussing for point
sources

So far, a purely visual analysis of the time-reversed wave
fields was sufficient to observe focussing. However, in an-205

ticipation of more complex finite-source scenarios, we ex-
amine the usefulness of a more quantitative criterion for
the focal time within a pre-defined test volume: Starting
with the point source simulations we determine the quantity
SV =

∫
V
ε2xyd

3x within a test volume V around the source210

locations, and then consider the time when the maximum oc-
curs as an estimate of the focal time. Since the wavelengths
range between 4 and 20 km, we let V extend 10 km in all
directions around the hypocentre location. As we seek a
quantitative comparison of the focusing for various setups,215

we normalise SV by S⊗ =
∫
⊗ε

2
xyd

3x, where ⊗ denotes the
remaining model volume outside V.
Figure 5 shows the normalised SV for the single and multi-
ple point source scenarios from sections 3.1 and 3.2, respec-
tively. Distinct peaks at the expected source times are clearly220

visible in both cases. In the multiple point source experiment
we observe that the peaks for the first two sources (at 0.0 s
and 4.1 s) are comparatively low, probably due to their spa-
tial proximity and overlapping test volumes.
We conclude that the analysis of SV is, at least for point225

sources, a useful diagnostic that allows us to estimate focal
times and to compare the quality of focussing for different
experimental setups.
Considering the multiple point source test successful, we
now increase the complexity and make the transition to fi-230

nite source models.

4 Synthetic finite source simulations

The SPICE kinematic source inversion blind test offers the
opportunity to analyse the performance of TR finite source
imaging. The blind test mimics the 2000 Tottori (Japan)235

earthquake that was recorded by a large number of strong-
motion sensors. Figure 1 (left) shows the receiver configu-
ration, the fault trace and the epicentre location. Synthetic
seismograms for the 33 receivers are part of the benchmark
package. They were generated by pure strike slip motion,240
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and with the slip and rupture time distributions shown in fig-
ure 6. The excited wave field has a maximum frequency of 3
Hz.
Snapshots of the corresponding time-reversed strain compo-
nent εxy are shown in the top panel of figure 7. In reverse245

time, the rupture propagates in NW-SE direction. However,
a clear focus restricted to the fault plane cannot be observed
- in contrast to our expectation. The wave field remains dif-
fuse, compared to the previous point source simulations. A
robust inference concerning the hypocentre location and the250

initiation time is not possible.
In an attempt to facilitate the visual identification of both
the fault and the rupture process, we analyse the cumula-
tive squared strain ST =

∫
T
ε2xydt. Based on physical intu-

ition one would expect ST to be large only in those regions255

where significant strain occurs consistently over a longer pe-
riod of time, i.e. along the fault. However, neither ST di-
rectly on the fault plane nor ST integrated over depth allow
any meaningful inference concerning the location of the fault
or the original slip distribution (see the bottom panels of fig-260

ure 7). In fact, ST is largest near the surface, which reflects
the dominance of surface waves in the time-reversed wave
field. Moreover, ST on the fault plane reaches a local max-
imum where the original slip distribution (figure 6) is close
to zero. The depth-integrated ST is largest far off the fault265

trace.
Similar efforts to enhance the focussing on the fault by inte-
grating, for instance, εxy or 1

2v
2 over time, did not lead to any

significant improvements. We are therefore led to the early
conclusion that no obvious functional of the time-reversed270

field allows us to identify the fault plane or the slip distri-
bution unambiguously. In what follows we try to improve
our results by (1) modifying the station distribution, and (2)
weighting the adjoint sources.

4.1 Modifications of the station distribution275

4.1.1 Dense regular grid of stations

The results from the previous section suggest that the number
of stations and their spatial distribution provided insufficient
information for the reconstruction of the original wave field.
This motivates a synthetic test with a larger number of re-280

ceivers (225 instead of 33) that are regularly spaced. While
this scenario may be too optimistic in the near future, it pro-
vides valuable insight into TR finite source imaging under
idealistic conditions.
For this experiment we computed synthetic seismograms285

with the help of a Discontinuous Galerkin method (Käser
and Dumbser, 2006) that allows us to model the discontinu-
ous displacement on the fault with high accuracy. Snapshots
of the resulting time-reversed strain component εxy are dis-
played in figure 8.290

Compared to figure 7 (original station distribution) we ob-
serve a sharper peak. Most of the energy propagates along

the fault plane and in a direction that is consistent with the
rupture time distribution (6, bottom). However, the focus is
still elongated perpendicular to the fault, which complicates295

its unambiguous identification. Any inference on the details
of the original slip distribution (figure 6) remains clearly im-
possible.
To obtain more useful results, we again explored a variety
of functionals of the time-reversed field, including the time-300

integrated strain, the kinetic energy and the rotation ampli-
tude. Neither of these functionals provided significant im-
provements, thus confirming our earlier conclusion that the
overall quality of the focussing is rather independent of the
field used for imaging.305

4.1.2 Station arrays

As an alternative to the previous densification of the receiver
configuration we investigate the installation of several small
sub-arrays that are composed of four stations that form a 2
km by 2 km quadrangle. This geometry is intended to have310

a beam-forming effect that hopefully improves the focussing
of the time-reversed field.
The corresponding time-reversed strain field εxy is shown
in figure 9. The use of small sub-arrays clearly results in
a more pronounced concentration of energy along the fault315

than with the original station setup (figures 1 and 7). How-
ever, the problem of unambiguously identifying the fault it-
self remains unresolved also with this configuration. Again,
the use of various functionals of the time-reversed field does
not lead to significantly better results.320

The previous experiments seem to imply that modifications
of the receiver geometry are unlikely to improve the recon-
struction of the original wave field to an extent that is suffi-
cient to infer the slip distribution on the fault or even the fault
itself.325

4.2 Weighting of adjoint sources

A visual analysis of this failure (see figures 7 and 9) re-
veals that the highly unequal contributions from different re-
ceivers may be part of the problem. While receivers close
to fault dominate the time-reversed field due to the high am-330

plitudes of the recorded waveforms, receivers at larger dis-
tances make only negligible contributions. This suggests
that the reconstruction of the original wave field may be im-
proved by assigning weights to the adjoint sources at posi-
tion xr that compensate for the geometric amplitude reduc-335

tion with increasing propagation distance. In the following
we examine the effects of two different schemes where the
weights are proportional to (1) the squared epicentral dis-
tance, and (2) the inverse energy of the recorded waveforms,
i.e. 2/

∫
v(xr)2dt. It is important to note that the weight-340

ing scheme based on the distance from the epicentre corre-
sponds to the incorporation of prior information that may not
be available in applications where the epicentral coordinates
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are among the unknowns.
Contrary to our expectations, the adjoint source weighting345

deteriorates the focussing of the time-reversed strain field, as
can be seen in figure 10. The negative effect is strongest for
the inverse energy weight. In both cases, neither the details
of the rupture process nor the fault trace can be inferred from
the images.350

5 Time-reverse imaging of the Tottori earthquake
source

One of the original motivations for this study was to use
time reversal imaging in order to reveal the rupture details of
the 2000 Tottori (Japan) earthquake. However, following the355

negative results of our finite-source synthetic experiments,
we are forced to revise our ambitious goals, and to limit
ourselves to the detection of the epicentre and the focal time.
For this real-data experiment we use 111 surface
recordings from the Japanese KiK-net (figure 11,360

http://www.kik.bosai.go.jp/), band-pass filtered between
0.03 and 0.5 Hz which is similar to the frequency range
commonly used in kinematic source inversions. The dom-
inant wavelength of the surface wave-dominated field is
around 20 km, which is close to the estimated fault length365

of ∼ 30 km (Semmane, 2005). We therefore expect to
resolve only a point source. The amplitude at all adjoint
sources was set equal to one to remove the strong influence
of stations close to the source. For the time-reversed field
wave propagation we use the layered Earth model described370

in Semmane (2005). All data processing was done using
ObsPy, a newly developed python based toolbox for seis-
mology (Beyreuther et al., 2010).
Figure 12 shows the propagation of the time-reversed strain
component εxy from t= 30 s to t=−30 s. We observe clear375

focussing around the focal time and epicentre location as
estimated by Semmane (2005). The uncertainty in time is
∼ 3 s, and the uncertainty in space is around 50 km, which
is close to the dominant wavelength. The identification of
the focal depth is not possible due to the comparatively long380

wavelengths and the presence of large-amplitude surface
waves that mask the focussing of lower-amplitude body
waves at greater depth. For negative times, i.e. prior to the
initiation of the rupture, the time-reversed field propagates
away from the epicentre, therefore attesting to the appropri-385

ateness of the structural model. A very similar focussing
and defocussing could be observed for the other strain
components and various functionals of the time-reversed
field.
To obtain a more quantitative estimate of the focal time, we390

proceed as in section 3.3, where we computed the quantity
SV =

∫
V
εxyd

3x for a volume V surrounding the inferred
point-source location. The time evolution of SV , shown
in figure 13, reveals a pronounced peak that serves as an
estimate of the focal time. Our estimate positions the focal395

time at +3 s relative to the initiation time of the rupture as
inferred by Semmane (2005). This discrepancy is likely to
be related to the inferred location of the Tottori hypocentre
within an area of small amount of final slip (e.g. Semmane,
2005; Piatanesi et al., 2007). Taking the corresponding rise400

times into account, this may explain a weak detectability
by means of TR for the hypocentral parameters of the
Tottori event. The peak in figure 13 is therefore likely to
approximate the rupture time of the first large-slip region,
or the centroid time of the whole event (both at about +4405

s, according to Semmane (2005) or Piatanesi et al. (2007)
rather than the precise initiation time of the finite-size
rupture.

6 Discussion

In the previous sections we explored the potentials and lim-
itations of the TR imaging of seismic sources on regional
scales. For this we studied a variety of scenarios with both
synthetic and real data.
The potential of the method clearly lies in the estimation of
the location and the timing of point sources. In a series of
synthetic experiments we were able to observe the focussing
of the time-reversed field in the vicinity of the original point
source location and the original focal time. The uncertainties
in the source location and time are governed by the frequency
content and the receiver configuration. Our point source sce-
narios provide a proof of principle, but they are idealistic in
the sense that we disregarded errors in the data and the as-
sumed Earth model.
Our primary interest was in the detection of finite-rupture
processes. Unfortunately, however, neither the rupture de-
tails nor the position of the fault itself could be inferred
from the properties of the time-reversed wave field. To im-
prove this result we analysed various functionals of the wave
field (strain, energy, rotations), modified the receiver geome-
try (densification, sub-arrays) and applied weights to the ad-
joint sources in order to compensate for geometric spreading.
None of these strategies can be considered successful.
The reasons for this failure are manifold: (1) Incomplete
information: Firstly and most importantly, the information
recorded at the surface is plainly insufficient to reconstruct
the original wave field with an accuracy that allows for the
unambiguous identification of the rupture process. For in-
stance, the body wave energy radiated downwards is entirely
disregarded. This distinguishes TR on regional scales from
TR on global scales where information is lost only through
dissipation. (2) Large-amplitude surface waves: Partly as
a consequence of the previous item, the time-reversed field
from stations that are distant from the fault is dominated by
large-amplitude surface waves. The surface waves tend to
mask the focussing of the lower-amplitude body waves that
are primarily contributed by the stations closer to the fault.
This effect results in a weak depth resolution, which means,
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in particular, that the focal depth can hardly be constrained.
(3) The missing sink: An even more profound and general
reason for failure is the incompleteness of the TR procedure.
Our interest is in the seismic wave equation

ρü(x,t)−∇·σ(x,t) =f(x,t), (2)

where u, σ and f denote the seismic displacement field, the410

stress tensor and an external force density. A complete time
reversal of equation 2 would require the implementation of a
sink f(x,−t) that acts as the counterpart of the source f(x,t)
in the forward direction, and that absorbs elastic energy so
that the time-reversed field is zero for t < 0. The sink, how-415

ever, is disregarded simply because it is unknown. The miss-
ing sink poses a serious problem for finite-source inversions
when fault segments are active at different times. The energy
from segments that act late in the rupture process is not ab-
sorbed by the sink and therefore continues to propagate. The420

unabsorbed energy masks the focussing at the fault segments
that act early in the rupture process. The immediate implica-
tion is that TR for finite sources is always dominated by those
fault segments with large slip near the end of the rupture time.
(4) Invisibility of small slip: A corollary of the previous425

item is that no information can be obtained about the rup-
ture details on segments of the fault with small amount of
final slip. This means, in particular, that the hypocentral pa-
rameters cannot be detected in those cases where the rupture
initiation is associated with small slip. (5) Lack of prior in-430

formation: The poor performance of TR finite-source imag-
ing as compared to the classical kinematic source inversions
is also due to the neglect of an apparently essential piece of
prior information: The rupture occurs along a fault and is not
diffusely distributed throughout the model volume. (6) In-435

complete knowledge of the 3D Earth structure: While ex-
cluded a priori in the synthetic experiments, inaccurate Earth
models can prevent focusing in real-data applications. The
focusing observed in our experiment with Tottori data sug-
gests that the model is sufficient to explain at least the arrival440

times of the direct waves. However, the absence of horizon-
tal heterogeneities in the model does not allow for the cor-
rect back-propagation of scattered or even multiply-scattered
waves. This issue is closely related to (7) the insufficient
complexity of 3D Earth models that results either from the445

inherent smoothness of the Earth or the limited resolution of
seismic tomography. The presence of strong multiple scatter-
ing is known to enhance focusing in laboratory experiments
but cannot be exploited in seismology where the knowledge
about sub-wavelength heterogeneities is too inaccurate.450

7 Conclusions

The principal conclusions to be drawn from our work are
as follows: (1) Time-reversal imaging is well-suited to in-
fer both the location and the timing of point sources. (2)
Time-reversal imaging in the used frequency range is not455

able to detect the details of finite rupture processes. Nei-
ther modifications of the receiver configuration (within rea-
sonable bounds) nor the weighting of adjoint sources lead to
sufficient improvements. (3) The dominant causes for this
failure are the incomplete recording of wave field informa-460

tion at the surface, the presence of large-amplitude surface
waves that deteriorate the depth resolution, the missing sink
that should absorb energy radiated during the later stages of
the rupture process, the invisibility of small slip and the ne-
glect of prior information.465

While our experiments are certainly not exhaustive, they nev-
ertheless suggest that the limitations of TR imaging start
where the source stops being point-localised.
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Fig. 1. Left: Geographic model setup. Stations are marked by trian-
gles. The red line and the star mark the fault trace and the epicentre
for the finite-fault simulations in section 4. Right: Velocity and
density model used in all synthetic simulations.

Fig. 2. N-S-component synthetic seismograms recorded at the 33
stations for a moment tensor point source with only Mxy 6= 0. The
stations are sorted by distance to the epicentre, and the traces are
scaled to the maximum amplitude.

Fig. 3. Snapshots at the point-source depth (12.5 km) of the time-
reversed strain field εxy at different times, and the energy 1

2
v2

(lower right) at t=0.

Fig. 4. Snapshots of the time-reversed strain field εxy at 12.5 km
depth. Receiver and source locations are indicated by + and ◦,
respectively. Focusing at all three source locations can be observed
with an uncertainty of ∼ 5 km in space and ∼ 1 s in time. The
observed hypothetical rupture velocity is 2±0.3 km/s, compared
to 2 km/s used to generate the forward wave field.
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Fig. 5. Left: Time evolution of the normalised SV =
R

V
ε2xyd

3x for
the single point source experiment from section 3.1. A pronounced
peaks occurs at the focal time t= 0.0 s. Right: The same as to
the left but for the multiple point source experiment from section
3.2. Peaks can be observed at the focal times of the different point
sources.

Fig. 6. Synthetic slip (top) and rupture time (bottom) distributions
of the SPICE Tottori benchmark (Mai et al., 2007). Both the rupture
speed and the rise time are constant at vr = 2.7 km/s and 0.8 s,
respectively

Fig. 7. Top: Snapshots of the time-reversed strain component εxy

at 12.5 km depth. The fault trace is indicated by the black line.
All snapshots are shown in the same amplitude range. Bottom:
Cumulative squared strain ST =

R
T
ε2xydt plotted on the fault plane

(left) and integrated over depth (right).
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Fig. 8. Snapshots of the time-reversed strain component εxy at 12.5
km depth for the dense array of 225 regularly spaced receivers. The
fault trace is indicated by the black line. All snapshots are shown in
the same amplitude range.

Fig. 9. Snapshots of the time-reversed strain component εxy at 12.5
km depth for the 9 sub-arrays composed of 4 receivers each. The
fault trace is indicated by the black line. All snapshots are shown in
the same amplitude range.

Fig. 10. Snapshots of the time-reversed strain component εxy at
12.5 km depth and t= 0 for the weighted adjoint sources. Left:
weight proportional to the squared epicentral distance. Right:
weight proportional the inverse energy 2/

R
v(xr)2dt.
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Fig. 11. Source-receiver geometry of the real-data TR experiment
for the 2000 Tottori earthquake. Red triangles mark the positions of
the 111 stations used in the experiment, and the black star indicates
the epicentre as inferred by Semmane (2005). The seismograms
shown are vertical component velocities in the chosen frequency
band.
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Fig. 12. Snapshots of the time-reversed strain component εxy at the
surface for the Tottori data recorded at the 111 stations shown in
figure 11. The coastlines are omitted to enhance the visibility of the
time-reversed field. Estimates of both the focal time (t= 0 s) and
the epicentre location (black dot) are taken from Semmane (2005).

Fig. 13. Time evolution of the normalised SV =
R

V
ε2xyd

3x for a
volume V that extends 20 km by 20 km around the epicentre as
estimated from the time-reversal images from figure 12. The peak
occurs at +3 s relative to the focal time estimated by Semmane
(2005) (t=0).


